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The image is not available forColour: We detected suspicious activity from your IP address and temporarily blocked it as a precaution. Please check the box to let us know that you are human (sorry, no robots are allowed). We hope you love the products we recommend! Just so you know
how Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases in the form of commission or other compensation from the link on this page, at no extra cost to you. Thank you, if you use our links, we really appreciate it! Founder of car DiagnosingWhen When I decided to first buy my car, I found it
very difficult to get detailed information online that would help me buy the best products and accessories to make my car special and others. That was more than 15 years ago. Most of the reviews were mediocre and it was easy to see that the writers barely knew about the tools or products
they recommended and they definitely didn't use or maybe even saw the products they recommended. These broad holes in the market have forced me to work to improve my technical knowledge about the automotive industry and improve my experience. I created this site to make sure
that there is an online resource that is comprehensive and gives real and authentic tips for car lovers. As a new car owner, and especially if this is your first car, it is very overwhelming to read all the information you come across online. To solve this issue for you, I try my best to get my
articles and reviews to demystify the complex issues behind buying and maintaining your car. No matter if you are a first time car buyer or an experienced car owner who wants to improve your car, we have great reviews, news and solutions for you. Let's start our journey to get the best tips
for taking care of your car. You can contact me on kenkolbs@cardiagnosing.com INNOVA 3030 1) A unique patented all-in-one rear-lit display shows 25 vital pieces of information at a time. 2) Automatically updates the data every 30 seconds when connected to the vehicle, making it easy
to check the completion of the repair. 3) Internet USB (cable enabled) update-capable and upgrade-capable ensures that it will work on vehicles for many years to come. 4) Compatible with any 1996 or new car, light truck, minivan, SUV or hybrid, GM, Ford and Chrysler vehicles foreign and
domestic for Check Engine Light. Also includes ABS read and erase coverage, RATINGS: 4.0 of the 5 star Innova brand has managed to build its reputation based on its expensive diagnostic scanning tools and code readers. It is for this reason that many people believe it is out for them.
However, you'll be surprised to find out they have some model entry-level scanning tools and code readers as well, which measures with their usual quality standards. This means that you don't have to feel in any way that you are using a lower quality just because it is a lower price scanner.
If you are looking for one such Innova Innova then Innova 3030 will seem like a good choice. This is because the company has made the smart choice of cutting out all the additional or additional features that you would normally find in high-end models. The good news is that it is still very
reliable and delivers as the company that is behind it. The thing about using the Innova 3030 diagnostic scanning tool is that you will find it quite simple. It is able to provide you with an effective and rapid diagnosis of your car, and all results will be clearly marked on their patented and
unique all-in-one display. In addition, the display will also be able to show you up to 25 different pieces of information at the same time. This means that you will be able to get a really good overview of the data that is displayed. It will also save you problems of having to go back and forth
between different windows in order to understand what a problem with your car seems to be. Pros In respect of the few services that it will be able to deliver, along with the unique ability to show both live and freeze data as well as update, it will be able to give you a clear and until now
encoding Machine will be able to deliver data, even if the engine of the car will not operate The Comprehensive Way of The User Guide entails that you will not run into problems in the operation of this diagnostic scanning tool compared to other OBD2 scanning tools that you will be able to
learn there, you will be able to find the Innova 3030 diagnostic scanning tool and code reader to be the cheapest Thanks to the presence of the readily available ASE technical team, you will be able to enjoy the long use of a sturdy and strong build and the aesthetic design will stimulate its
use over a longer period of time. Cons There will be times when the tool will determine the problem code, but will not show how to fix the problem. See the Best Price on Amazon Diagnostic Code Capabilities for vehicles that were manufactured from 1996 to the present, this code scanning
tool has been found to be effective. This is because it has links to OBD2 protocols along with the control zone network. Thanks to these links, it will be able to decipher problems with the engine of vehicles, which will include minivans and light trucks. It will also be effective for both imported
and domestic cars. Another good thing is that code diagnostic capabilities also tend to come with diagnostic resources right from the Innova website. This way you can identify possible solutions when you visit the website. Simply put, you will stay updated anytime your car is concerned. If
you want to pass on diagnostic information from a scanning tool to your computer, then you just need to it with a laptop or desktop computer using a USB port. You'll be happy to know that the port was included in the package. You'll also be able to use it to connect to to get information on
how to solve the problem. According to various sources, the exhibition was recognized as the best aspect of Innova 3030. With a patented all-in-one display, you'll be able to visualize important information all at once without having to navigate through complex menu options. You will easily
be able to see the data you need about engine checks and also know what to do in a few minutes. It also seems to have unique access with a single button, making it all easier to use. Some additional features of the Innova 3030 Model Automatic Update feature This scanning tool features
automatic feature updates that will help determine the state of the current repair. It will also update the condition of your car every 30 seconds so you can check the improvement. You will be able to get data from previous diagnostic results of your car. What's more, this feature will also make
you able to get specific, global, and pending codes. Emission readiness eamey with all other features, you'll also be able to determine your car's readiness for emissions tests. Thanks to the multilingual function, you'll be able to find all the scanning codes in the desired language. This will
certainly save you time and hassle in having to translate the scanning codes in your native language and then when working. You'll find the Innova 3030 code reader to have a wide compatibility ratio covering old OBD1 and even several new versions of OBD2 compatible vehicles. This will
allow the detection of several manufacturers of specific and genetic codes. Additional repair solutions Additional repair solutions, especially those from the ASE technical team will be on your back and call whenever you will need them. So no matter what fix you can land in, you'll always
have someone guide your way out of it. Thus, there is absolutely no doubt in the Final Verdict that innova 3030 will be a powerful entry-level diagnostic tool that will be able to provide you with all the important data from your computer on board the car. With a great all-in-one display, you'll
be able to view all relevant information at one turn, rather than going back and forth to get to the heart of the problem. This will make your task quite easy to come up with effective solutions. All that being said, the Innova 3030 will be a very affordable entry-level diagnostic scanner code,
which will also give you the ability to find any problems in your car pretty quickly. In other words, it will be a scanning tool worth your money. Support - Libraryadmin2019-10-04T03:26:00-00:00 Hurry! Big Save is coming to an end soon. Don't miss the hot savings. This itemWe aim to show
you the exact information Product. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here, and we don't have This is. Equus 3030 Innova Diagnostic Code Reader for OBDII vehicles will help you keep an eye on light engine warnings. You can connect the code reader to your car's
onboard computer diagnostic port. This diagnostic reader then has access to technical information about the engine and easily receives problem codes. It automatically updates the data every 30 seconds and offers you an easy way to verify the completion of the repair. This Equus code
reader has an all-in-one LED display screen. By communicating with all OBD II protocols, including the Controller Area Network, this vehicle code reader effectively encodes engine light problems. This diagnostic reader works on domestic and imported vehicles made in 1996 or later, and
investigates the cause of engine lighting. Equus 3030 Innova Diagnostic Code Reader: Works on all cars made in 1996 or later, Light Trucks, SUVs and Equus 3030 Innova Diagnostic Code Reader minivans for OBDII Vehicles are compatible with domestic and imported vehicles Links to all
OBD2 protocols, including CAN to decode problems with the Equus Code Code Reader's light engine automatically updates data every 30 seconds when connecting to the Vehicle Easy way to check the completion of the repair of the Equus 3030 Innova Diagnostic Code Reader for OBDI A
unique patented all-in-one display LED display to quickly test emissions No batteries required by OBDII is still evolving, and new codes and definitions will be added as the system matures. The Equus database is constantly updated to include more specific (P1) definitions of the
Manufacturer code. Currently, their database contains code definitions for the following manufacturers: Acura, Honda, Alfa Romeo, Audi, Chrysler, Ford, Geo, GM, Honda, Hyundai, Infiniti, Isuzu, Jaguar, Kia, Land Rover, Lexus, Mazda, Mercedes, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Porsche, Saab, Saturn,
Subaru, Suzuki, Toyota and Volkswagen. OBDII on vehicles that have been manufactured since 1996 and are newer. BrandInnovamanufacturer_part_number3030ManufacturerEquus Product-selected product sizes (L x W x H)5.00 x 1.00 x 2.00 inches This tools simply provide a simple
error code through the OBD (on-board diagnostic) port (available on 1996 or newer cars). If you have an error code, just go online and Google error code for your particular car. The auto repair shop is charged somewhere between $20-$70 for reading the error code, so this tool pays off at



the moment. But, you have to go to the website (www.innova.com) to download the installation software on your computer to get a full explanation of the error code by plugging the device into a USB port on your computer. At this point, the 1st month is free, but you should for a subscription
after the 1st month. You can get around this by resorting to help for code errors. The scan took about 1-2 minutes on my BMW (I have a variable valve synchronization error as well as an oil temperature/pressure error). If you have an error code, the red light lights up. You can erase the
error code by clicking one of the few buttons on your device 3030f) - it only takes a few seconds. Helpful? I bought this tool to diagnose the problem with the 2007 Honda Accord (my daughter's car) for the P2138 code. The repair shop wanted to sell her the Throttle Body and throttle Sensor,
which is attached to the gas pedal for $1,200.00. I told her not to do it, that I would check. I took her tow truck to her house. I hooked up the tester and yes, I got the same code. I did a volt test on the throttle sensor, which is located on the car's firewall (cruise control model), tested without
problems. There was no throttle sensor on the gas pedal. TPS is part of the body throttle. What I found were dirty connectors on the throttle case and a Pedal sensor. I cleaned them up, erased the codes. Road checked car at different intervals for 3 days- the car works even better after
repair. No splash or hesitation at all. This tool was a wise investment. Helpful? The first time I used this tool it paid off itself 4 x over. I was given 3 different quotes in the range of $600 to $1,250. I found the problem, purchased the parts and fixed the problem in less than 2 hours myself! Any
auto, DIY'er that doesn't have one of them spends so much money. Great, great product, just wish I'd gotten one before. Helpful? Works big and saved me a few dollars explaining where to look for my problem. I fixed the problem and erased the code. Easy to use... A great product and
worth the money spent on it. Helpful? I quickly downloaded the code from the car. Searched the code on the Internet to discover that it was a bad #2. You-Tube video found for replacement instructions. Purchased and installed part. The engine light went. Bravo! Helpful? Customer 'AGet
specific information about this product from the customers who own it. by Bake62222 January 21, 20107 Answers1. Off the Innova website: The question is: Will this Reader code erase the codes and turn off the fault indicator lamp (MIL)? Answer: Yes. Each Innova code-reading and
scanning tool provides an opportunity to both obtain and erase the codes that cause MIL to be illuminated. Useful?2. Yes, you just press the red button to clear all the codes. If the problem still exists, your Check Engine Light will eventually come back again. Sometimes it takes a few days
because the computer has a program that usually involves several cycles that the engine has to go through before it decides that there is a problem. Useful?3. Yes, it will clear the code with the button on the left. The code will return if the problem has not been fixed. How soon it returns
depends on the vehicle and the problem. It will also prioritize problem codes from the most urgent to the least urgent, if there are several. Useful?4. Yes, it will be clear codes, but the codes will come back after obdII cycles while driving if repairs have not been done and you will not be able
to pass a state inspection of the vehicle if your obdII is not cycled completely when It usually takes 40 to 60 miles to cycle. Useful?5. Management Says It Will Clear The Codes OfHelpful?6. Yes. If you only want to clean the codes, you can discolour the battery overnight and it will clear the
codes. If you have a car radio that requires code after losing its memory, you should make sure that you have this code first. Useful?7. Yes, it will turn off the engine lights check either before or after you make repairs just hit the wipe codes and hit yes. But if you don't fix the problem it will
come back. Useful?7 Answers How to plug it into the car? by sol15g28 November 20106 Answers1. Very easy to use once you find a fork for it and figure out what the codes mean that you are using the CD that comes with it and you can also get information on how to fix it yourself. and for
a fee of $9.99 you can get expert advice. Useful?2. It's very simple. Somewhere under the dash in your post 1995 car is usually on the driver's side, there is a port for the unit. You just plug in the plug - and that's the key, so you can't set it wrong - turn on the key (don't start the car) and it
provides codesHelpful?3. It just connects to the socket under the dash on the side of the car drivers. Connect it with a key. Once it's connected, turn on the key, but don't start the car. The reader will connect in a few seconds and display the codes on the screen. Read the guide for more
information. It's very easy to use. Useful?4. Their fork under the dash is usually around the base of the steering wheel. It's as easy to plug in as a printer cord or USB connector. You will have to pay the company extra money to get a report on what the codes mean or go online and Google
them to see if you can find the answers. Useful?5. It connects to your computer port, usually under the steering wheel or right or left of it. It looks like a flat about 2 inches long data port. You can't insert a fork in the wrong way as it's just one way. It gets power from your car. You turn the key
to on THE BUT DONOT START CAR, as the documentation warns. The reader gets a code that you don't understand at first, like the P001 then I erased the warning about engine checks and took the device to my computer to install the software and connect the reader to the USB port,
then the software would read the code and the VIN stored in the reader so he knew your car before the engine model and year. He then looks online to solve the problem and comes back with what P001 means in lay conditions. It even tells you voltage and other things valuable to
narrowing the problem in my case it was an O2 sensor one of 4 and they can cost $40 or more per unit, so when he said that left sensor after cat on the exhaust I was able to buy the device in the store parts and fix it save hundreds. Im not sure that this will help you pass the emissions, but
it will help you figure out why your failing. Useful?6. Under the driver's dash, right above the knees, is the OBD II connection. Useful?6 Answers You Need Put the drive every time you use a scaner or install in a PC, and I can use the netbook with windows 7 starter on tavizDecember 5,
20105 Answers1. You don't need to install a disk in your PC to use scannerHelpful?2. I installed drivers and programs with the drive. You don't have to put the drive in every time. I downloaded it on my laptop with windows 7 and it works fine. Useful?3. No. The software is loaded onto your
computer, but it will simply take you to your website where you get the codes. If you want value codes and a repair report you have to pay for it every time. Useful?4. No, once you install the software it will put everything on your desktop. It will also install a resident memory program that
searches for a device that will be connected so he can automatically read it. The device reads your VIN number so it knows that your car so no input on the type of engine or make/model or even a year is required. The solution was bigger than I expected and even pointed to the exact part
that was one of 4 parts. Tells you the tension that in my case told me if it was short in the wire part itself. Useful?5. Drive just to customize the look for to read the code as well as guide if necessary. The website will do most of the work for you. Useful?5 AnswersWalmart Protection
PlansMost items come with a limited manufacturer warranty. Adding a Walmart protection plan adds additional protection from the purchase date. Walmart's protection plans cover the total cost of repairing or replacing products, as well as covering the cost of shipping to the exchange.
Options and prices of the Walmart protection plan can be found on the product page as well as in your shopping cart. Go towww.walmart.com/protectionto see all the coverage offered for each product. You can view your Walmart protection plan after you purchase at Walmart Protection
Plan Hub.Product Guarantee:1Warranty Information: The manufacturer guarantees the original buyer that this device is free from defects in materials and manufacturing when used and maintained normally within one (1) year from the date of the initial purchase. If the device fails within one
(1) year, it will be repaired or replaced, according to the Manufacturers option, free of charge, when the prepayment is returned to the Service Center with proof of purchase. A receipt for the sale can be used for this purpose. The installation is not covered by this warranty. All spare parts,
whether new or refurbished, assume only the remaining time of this guarantee as a warranty period. SERVICE PROCEDURES: If you have any questions, technical support or information about UPDATES and OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, please contact your local store, distributor or
Service Center. U.S. and Canada: (800) 544-4124 (6:00 AM-6:00 PM, Monday-Friday PST) Everyone else: (714) 241-6802 (6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., PST) FAX: (714) 432-7511 (24 hours. ) Web: www.CanOBD2.comAlready purchased your product? Walmart protection plan can be added
within 30 days Purchase. Click here to add a plan. webapp branch innova 3030 codes manual. innova 3030 clear codes. innova 3030 abs codes. innova 3030 diagnostic codes
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